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Dean's
Corner
I was at a conference last week and came away with
something I hadn't planned on. The conference was
for Chief Information Officers and I hoped to find
some innovative ways to deal with the various
pressures on supplying information services to such
a wide variety of needy and demanding customers.
I instead found that this service is no different than
any other. The conference presenters talked about
how difficult our job is, how fast the technology is
moving, and how little support and understanding
we usually get. Meanwhile, the hotel staff were
calling me by name, putting ice in my ice bucket
each evening, and inviting me to use their facilities
by placing notes to me (again, by name) describing
times and locations of events that might interest me.
Someone at the conference caHed that "seizing a
customer moment".

A story was told of a person who was asked to bring
a customer's bag to the room. The hotel employee
came to the door and knocked. The customer said
"It's open," and the person responded by asking if
they might come in. The customer said, "Of course!
I had asked you to come, hadn't I?" The employee
said, "Oh no, this is your home away from home and
I wouldn't presume I could enter without your
approval."
If each of us were to evolve from providing "acceptable" service to providing "unexpected" levels of
service, think of the level of service! World class!
And, it would be much more fun to provide.

How do we implement this for the computer and
information services we provide? We begin by
making our customers more aware of what our
services are. Educating our customers at every
opportunity with respect to what they can do with
the capabilities we provide; how they can add value
to their product by using our services. Anytime we
can anticipate a customer's need and present them
with service that is beyond what is expected we
come closer to providing the world class service we
desire for ourselves. In the final analysis, the only
way to gain credibility and respect is by providing
What do you do to seize a customer moment? You
something of value. We ourselves are dedicated to
take advantage of any window that allows you to
first providing the critical core of services, and to ex·
educate the customer about your service and you do
tending those services beyond your
more than is expected.
I
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expectations. If you have questions
Everyone expects an ice bucket in
Dean's Comer ....... . 1 about what is currently available,
the room. I had never had it filled
ask. Ask that librarian, that ManComputer Center .... . 2
for me every afternoon! It wasn't
agement
Information Systems anaWork-In-Process .... . 2
much, but it convinced me that this
1yst, that Mainframe or VisualizaVisualization Lab ... . 3
group was dedicated to providing
Micro News .. . . . . . . 5
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Mainframe News .... . 5
cialist, or even that Dean!
ADP Security . . . . . . . . 6
things well and exceeded my expec-
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use PICT or TIFF formats. So you may have a
sequence of single image files that you wish to
animate. (There are also packages that will allow
you to animate these images on your micro, but
that is a subject for another article.)

Visualization Lab
Scientific Ani.m ation in the Vis Lab
With graphic workstations becoming more widely
available around campus, many peop1P are wondering how they can use the>m to create animations
) of their data and how they can capture the images
on video tape so that the results can be shown at
conferences or be sent to funding agencies.
The easiest way is to come to the Visualization Lab
(ln-148) and use the scan converter which is connected to the video output of alioth, the SGI 380
VGX. Anything that is displayed on the monitor is
converted in rea1-time to an NTSC (National Television System Committee (or Never Twice the
Same Co1or ;-)) signa1 that can be recorded to a
standard VHS or S-VHS video tape. This method is
ideal for recording a VisSd, ipt, gcpt, or any other
session that fills the whole screen with real-time
animations.
A different way to produce a video is to process
data and images in batch mode. In this case the
Abekas A60 digital frame recorder is used, and the
quality can be much higher than that produced
from the scan converter. The first step in this process is creating images; the next step is previewing
and tuning the images for animation; and the final
step is "printing" the animation to the Abekas and
then recording to video tape.
There are several ways to create the images.
NCAR graphics can be used for creating intricate
plots, which may consist of color-filled contours,
vector fields, annotation, and color legends. A
program can be written to cycle through your data
and produce a sequence of frames in an NCAR
graphics metafile.
< )

Workstation and micro-computer programs may
produce very nice graphics which you would like
to animate. Most of them have options for saving
the graphics in a particular format. For example,
gnuplot allows you to save files in a portable pixel
map (PPM) format, PC-DOS or Windows app1ications can use GIF, and Macintosh applications can

For the most demanding applications (such as
super-computer model output) the Vis Lab supports a file format called "scaled-byte" and a program called "op2ris" which will directly produce
an HOF (Hierarchical Data Fi1e) file.
Here are some general guidelines for creating
effective video animations:
1. Keep the size well within television dimensions,
' about 570x425.
2. Make your text large, at least 33 (15 pixels
high) of the frame.
3. Use a black background.
4. Use white, yellow, or green for text, not blue or
red (which smear).
S. Keep the images uncluttered.
6. Experiment with different animation speeds.
Anything between about 7 and 30 frames per
second will give an impression of motion.
Previewing the images on your workstation is an
important step in the animation process. It a11ows
you to see the transitions of your data and to decide if you have picked the best color map and
have all the labels in place. A convenient way to
view animations is to use NCSA Xlmage (available
via anonymous ftp from ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu). Many
labs at NPS already have this program installed. It
can be run on virtua11y any machine that runs
X-windows.
To use Ximage you must get your images into
HOF format. Several tools are available for doing
this. In the Vis Lab you can use the script
'cgm2hdf' to convert your NCAR Graphics
metafile to HOF format. If you have a sequence of
sing1e image files you can do the following steps
to create an HOF file. For example if you have
several GIF files named T001.gif, T002.gif, T003.gif,
.... (up to 750 files, as that is the limit of the Abekas), you can execute the following C shell state-
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documentation is presented in three volumes:

Micro News

SAS/Graph Software Usage
SAS/Graph Software Reference, Vol. 1
SAS/Graph Software Reference, Vol. 2

WordPerfect Tips
Most of these are from Ms. L. Asturias (from U.
Liverpool), writing in the Bitnet discussion group
on WordPerfect.
) Options can be typed in as fractions of an inch (or
of any other unit of measurement) if preferred
over decimal approximations, i.e., 1 /3 will be converted to .333.
TAB SET can be set Relative (to margins) or Absolute (to paper sides). Use the up and down arrows
to move between Tab settings. Ctrl right/left
moves Tab settings along ruler.
Within the Tab Set command, Shift-F6 switches
Tab settings from Left to Center. On the regular
text screen, Home,Home,Shift-F6 adds dot leaders
to center tabs. Home,Home,Alt-F6 adds dot leaders
to right tabs.
Alt-F6 twice puts dot leaders to the right margin.
FS twice redisplays last FS session. F2 searches in
FS; finds string that occurs anywhere in the names
in the list.
Extended search, with Home,F2, will search into
headers, footers, footnotes, endnotes, graphic box
captions, text boxes.

Mainframe News
SAS/Graph
SAS/Graph is available again with the SAS statistical package installed on MVS (the batch processor). SAS/Graph is a graphics system for displaying data in the form of plots, charts, and maps.
) The map areas include U.S. states and counties,
Canadian provinces and census divisions, and
countries of the world. SAS/Graph will simplify
creation of graphics for those already processing
their data with SAS.
New SAS procedures include GOPTIONS,
GCHART, GPLOT, .GMAP, and GCONTOUR. The

Users with questions about SAS/Graph should
contact Dennis Mar, In-133, x2672, userid 2001P.
SAS/Graph output may be routed directly to the
IBM3800 printer or to CMS as an ADMGDF file.
Each output destination has its own cataloged
procedure: SASG3 for the IBM3800 and SASGA for
an ADMGDF file.
All the usual SAS procedures such as PROC REG
or PROC MEANS are still available when calling
SAS through SASG3 or SASGA. The two new cataloged procedures were created to simplify attachment of MVS files specific for each output device.
The following example code would plot on the
IBM3800 printer.
//job statement
I/ BXBC SASGJ
//DD1 DD DISP=SBR,DSN=sas.data
//SYSIN DD*
%SASG3;
= 11.0 IN
GOP'l'IONS HSIZB
= 7.5 IN
VSIZB
NOBORDBR;
PROC GPLO'l' DA'l'A:DD1.sasname;
PLO'!' X*Y;
II

In the above example, %SASG3 is a SAS macro
which supplies the device-specific GOPTIONS
statements for the IBM3800 printer. This command
should always be included when using the cataloged procedure SASG3. Similarly, the SAS macro
%SASGA should always be included in the SAS
code when using the cataloged procedure SASGA.

+ XEDIT Command MVSJOB
To simplify writing the basic SAS/Graph job
control language (JCL) and GOPTIONS, use the
XEDIT command MVSJOB and the SAS/Graph
cataloged procedure name as an option.
For example, open a file with XEDIT. From the
command line, type:
===> HVSJOB (SASGJ
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School will soon obtain a site license for security
software which does provide l&A, as wel1 as other
C2 elements-Auditing, and Discretionary Access
Control (DAC). Accreditation of PC (DOS)-based
Automated Information System (AIS) projects will
be conditional on this (or an equivalent software)
and anti-virus software being installed .

. .. , + Virus Update
The Internet address for the McAfee anti-virus
software has changed to
MCAFEE.COM
Once connectivity is established, procedures for
downloading are as foliows:
UserID = anonymous
Password = (your network address)
Set default to the pub\antivirus sub-directory
Type bin (or binary)
Type get (and the filename you wish to download)
Files authorized for downloading are:
Scans for viruses
Removes detected viruses
When installed, automatically
detects infected programs
when accessed
NETsc•••.ztP Scans Novell and Vines networks
WSCAN"'"'"'.ZIP - For windows applications
(••• varies depending on current version)
SCANV"'"'"'.ZIP CLEAN"'"'"'.ZIP VSHLD"'"'"'.ZIP -

The files are in compressed form.
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